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Summer Kids’ Guide
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Learning

Arts & Crafts

Games

Activities

As we always want the best for our children, and
are constantly looking for new ways to enrich their
knowledge and feed their curiosity, we are delighted
to introduce this unique guide to help them make the
best of their time by learning new things and gaining
useful skills in summer from the safety of their homes.
Their Time and Thoughts Are Always Fun with
Boubyan Bank

Islamic
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Memorizing the Holy Quran

Adnan

Very useful application
Nice program clear sound

the Qur’an Teacher
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Daily Doaa for Kids
It is a fun application for children that
contains daily written and audio doaa for
Muslim kids
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The Prophet's Biography
An animated story of the birth of
the Prophet
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Athkar

Stories of Prophet's Series

The best application for holy verses, prayer
times and the direction of the qiblah

Animated stories of the Prophets and their
companions who were promised paradise

Learning

Learn with Zakaria

SIRAJ

Learning channel with Zakaria, a unique
place full of educational tools for children

An educational and entertaining 3D series
that plants the love of the Arabic language
and values in our children

Fawaz and Noora Series

Alphablocks

Its goal is to teach human values and
strengthen the national identity of our
sons and daughters

With adventures, songs and
silliness, it’s tons of fun with words

Think.Make.Share

Khan Academy

Learn and make creative handmade
stuff and share with your loved ones

Khan Academy offers practice exercises,
instructional videos

TEDX KIDS TALK

The DAD LAB
I am just a dad to Max(6) and Alex(8)
sharing my fatherhood journey

Inspiring words and smart ideas
about standing up for yourself, even
when it seems impossible

Coursera

Prodigy Game
Math game that integrates
common core math (grades 7 - 1)
into a fantasy style game

Every course on Coursera is taught
by top instructors from world-class

IXL
IXL is personalized learning. With a comprehensive K-12 curriculum

Arts & Crafts

Megan Weller

5-Minute Crafts PLAY

DIY using tools & things you
have around at home!

Fun DIY-projects, crafts, experience
the joy

Printable Free Coloring
A variety of coloring pages for adults,
anti-stress and relaxing

Fun Printables
To help kids practice spelling,
reading and writing

Easy DIY Craft and Art Ideas
This is all about art, DIY, craft, best out
of waste

Parents, Caregivers
Coloring and drawing. Our most recent
20 free ABCs printables

Games

Indoor activities

Indoor activities

Slotjaw

Kuwaiti Traditional Games

Full 25 min exercise routine
program for kids

Purposeful songs for children and stories
about community cooperation and love of work

Activities

Cooking with Kids

5-Minute Crafts PLAY

Cooking with Kids educators create
safe, friendly, and non-intimidating
environments for kids

A Chic Thing

The cooking channel

Ideas for your Garden

Al Ghaly Account
Al Ghaly is Boubyan Bank’s children account designed
to help you plan for their future and to help them thrive

Debit Card
- Receive Al Ghaly Debit Card instantly upon opening the account

First in Kuwait’s Services for Boubyan Customers
- Msa3ed Kuwait’s first Chatbot, is available 24/7 through Boubyan App to
provide you with various services and answer your inquiries

Additional Cardholder Benefit
- Enjoy a range of special and exclusive discounts and offers from major
retailers in Kuwait
- Access to exclusive seasonal events and activities
- Track your transactions on-the-go with our free SMS service

I am Interested

